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Post-Modern societies have been plagued with the constant threat of
aliteracy. The more that “readers” depend on images—and less on
symbols—as constituting “texts” the more dire the consequences for a
fulfilling and aspiring culture. Since 1945, developing world cultures have
suffered from an over dependance on the material, the automated, and the
mechanical at the expense of humanism. The result has been over 50 years
of cultural, social, religious, philosophical, psychological, and political
stagnation and confusion. Post-modern culture, almost by definition,
suggests its own obfuscation: if it is incomprehensible then it must be post-
modern
1
. This convenient dismissal of curiosity as a troublesome and futile
endeavor has hampered student development, arrested educational goals,
and stunted cultural growth. All facets of “advanced” culture, by “virtue”
of unbridled technological prowess, have produced a relentless strain on
traditional humanistic values. Contemporary culture, and by extension
education, in so-called first-world countries lacks clear definition and
direction—hardly a formidable legacy for our children. One of the more
severe side effects of material and technological abundance has been a
pronounced inability of young people to effectively read and write. In this
short essay I would like to explore some of the more blatant causes and
consequences of a post-modern population nurtured on corporate imagery,
which has produced an epidemic of aliteracy.
First, definitions. Larry Mikulecky first “coined the term aliteracy in
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1 “What do you get when you cross a deconstructionist with a mafioso? Answer: someone
who makes you an offer you cannot understand.”
1978” which he described as a “lack of a reading habit; especially, such a
lack in capable readers who choose not to read” (Ramsey, emphasis in
original). Likewise, I use the word aliteracy to denote a condition of one
who can read but chooses not to, or a condition where one is able to sound
out words phonetically (or to recognize Chinese characters) but is unable to
comprehend a deeper meaning when words are combined into acronyms,
abbreviations, phrases, or sentences, much less paragraphs, chapters, essays,
or books. John Ramsey explains that aliteracy is “loss of a reading habit
usually since reading is slow and frustrating for the reader.” Furthermore,
Bruce Powe defines post-literacy as the “condition of semi-literacy, where
most people can read and write to some extent, but where the literate
sensibility no longer occupies a central position in culture, society, and
politics. Post-literacy occurs when the ability to comprehend the written
word decays.” Even while capable of “reading” signs and symbols (semi-
literate), more and more young people fail to comprehend and use language
in traditional forms (functionally illiterate). Finally, there is nothing natural
or inevitable about aliteracy; indeed, Ramsey stresses that aliteracy is a
“chosen form of illiteracy [...] a self-inflicted handicap.”
As evidence shows, in North America at least, illiteracy has become a
monstrous social menace, and the statistics substantiate the educational
establishment’s worst fears. Chris Hedges, in his book Empire of Illusion,
citing the National Institute for Literacy, the National Center for Adult
Literacy, the Literacy Company, and the U.S. Census Bureau, paints a
frightening portrait of the state of literacy—or lack of it—in contemporary
American society:
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There are 7 million illiterate Americans. Another 27 million are
unable to read well enough to complete a job application, and 30
million can’t read a simple sentence. There are some 50 million who
read at a fourth- or fifth-grade level. Nearly a third of the nation’s
population is illiterate or barely literate—a figure that is growing by
more than 2 million a year. (44)
I suspect that most first-world nations, those “wired” to television and the
Internet, including Japan, can woefully “boast” of similar statistics.
Some of the more marked reasons and results, in my opinion, can be
classified as object and subject relations, corporate influence of culture, a
growing cult of anonymity, and the effects these forces have had on post-
modern education.
Object over Subject
August, 1945, marked the end of World War II. As devastating as the
physical effects of the bombing of Hiroshima were, a larger cultural
cataclysm also took place through the surviving first world: that of the
dominance of the object over the subject, for now the non-human became a
force greater, and more deadly, than mere human activity. Big Brother, the
Bomb, computers, robots—all creations and embodiments of human
ingenuity have now surpassed their creators in power and efficiency. The
terror of nineteenth-century man, Frankenstein’s monster, had become a
reality of the twentieth century. What, for seventeenth-century Macbeth,
were simply “bloody instructions” for Renaissance man became, for post-
modern man, bloody machines which “return to plague th’inventor” (5.7.9-
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2
). People today live in such a mechanized environment, over which we
have less and less control, that our own inventions now regard us with
scorn, ridicule, and derision.
In the wake of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, a near total realignment of
the world cultural paradigm has taken place: the dominant “I-Thou” relation
of the modernist early twentieth century humanism—to echo Martin
Buber—had morphed into a vicious “I-It” relation of humans and their
gadgets
3
. When asked, for example, what things they admire (or desire)
most students have an inexhaustible list; when asked what people they
admire, students will often cite fashionable celebrities, if anyone at all. As
a cause of such superficial culture references, social theorist Slavoj Žižek
cites the Marxian notion of “commodity fetishism” in which a [post-]
modernist view posits that relations between people has succumbed to
relations between things (139). The instances of non-human communica-
tion in modern life—computer-generated messages, public announcements
in halting mechanical voices, surveillance cameras—have become
ubiquitous. Given that human culture has abandoned the human for the
machine, the consequences are painfully evident. First, as Žižek intimates,
the primary interlocutor is no longer human; it has become mechanical.
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2 One can observe a sense of anachronism concerning Shakespeare and developing technology
which seeks self-validation at Shakespeare’s expense, for example whenever a new
technology is developed, the creators more often than not seek to legitimize their creation by
imposing it on Shakespeare’s work. Radio, cinema, television, CD-ROM, podcasts, “apps”
—all the latest gadgets and their purveyors exploit the work of Shakespeare at the earliest
opportunity in order to validate their existence.
3 Martin Buber expounded on this philosophical principle in his treatise I and Thou (1923).
Social intercourse used to be considered a “who” environment; today it is a
“what” environment, a clash of things in which the human plays in
increasingly smaller and irrelevant role. Since 1945, since the conquest of
the object over the subject, the man made has assumed dominance over
man, to such an extent that humans have been made slaves, if not fools, by
the very contraptions we have conceived and built. In the process, people
have become little more than objects to each other. Sexual, economic,
academic, spiritual—objects all.
The Corporate Culprit
Corporate culture—founded on “positive” notions of insatiable greed,
consumption, and profit—has contaminated the cultural landscape to such
an extent that electronic media has inadvertently endured a crucial crisis of
credibility, to wit: the more information available the less which is
believed. The ingestion of information, produced by an inherently
deceptive corporate culture, practically guarantees that the proportion of
what is believed or trusted in any given text or media is incredibly low,
which in turn produces cynical attitudes in the youth. If asked what
percentage of, say, advertising, newspapers, or television content, is
reliable, most educated people are apt to respond that the amount of
believable content is rather modest, to say the least. The amount of
dependable information coming from politicians, lawyers, police, and
professors may be even lower
4
.
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4 By contrast, traditional literature such as William Shakespeare is apt to rank rather high as
credible content.
Corporate culture, mostly through relentless advertising campaigns
which promise salvation via pills and gizmos, promotes several distinctly
anti-cultural values
5
. First, as suggested above, the assumption of deceptive
discursive practices, i.e., people believe only a fraction of what they read.
The discursive premise of advertising is based on misleading, if not outright
delusory, practices. The hidden dangers of the “fine print” have been the
bane of countless corporate-consumer allegations. The corporate response
tends to penalize the victim for not reading or comprehending the advertise-
ment or contractual promise. Language, once a source of enlightenment,
has now become an obstacle course fraught with, usually costly, deceits.
What has replaced language, of course, is the image. Television and
graphic media instills an impression in the mind of viewers that all images
are essentially equivalent and interchangeable, for example news events,
variety shows, “infotainment,” and advertising. The written word and the
printed book can easily contain complex ideas, whereas the image contains
little more than emotions. Corporate culture asserts itself through images
which in turn promote powerful feelings in the viewer, usually desire in a
potential customer. When solicited for a critical opinion, most students
respond by announcing like or dislike, cute or scary, which amounts to a
verbal image, not an opinion. For many young people today, thanks to
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5 The advertising industry, already flourishing in the late nineteenth century, virtually exploded
in the twentieth century along with social dynamics and implications of mass psychology and
technology such as radio and television, cf. “History: American Advertising in the Twentieth
Century” (<http://targetmarket.org/targe_6.htm>) and “The Rise of Advertisement and
American Consumer Culture” (<http://teaching.msa.maryland.gov/000001/000000/000129/
html/t129.html>).
incessant corporate usurpation of consciousness, feelings have replaced
thinking. Knowledge, Hedges wryly observes, is now “confused with how
we are made to feel” (45).
Young people, moreover, are insidiously taught several deceptive
values which stem from an aggressive corporate culture. Education, for
example, must be entertaining and painless. If a problem is not understood
or a solution is not perceived within five minutes it is abandoned, likewise
if a problem cannot be solved in three easy steps it too is discarded. The
late Apple CEO Steve Jobs, as he famously illustrated in his “Rule of 3,”
insisted that the modern computer user should be able to complete a task in
“three clicks” (Brownlee). Consequently, as attention spans shortened,
educational “skills” are acquired and “mastered” on a strictly need-to-know
basis. As the sense of educational prerequisites become more and more
irrelevant, students enter each class meeting tabula rasa, as a clean slate,
upon which “information” is inscribed and then dumped at the end of the
class. In this hapless condition, many college graduates enter the work
force. The ideal teacher might structure a classroom and activities for
challenge and success (autonomy), whereas a corporation structures a
commercial environment for defeat and failure (dependence)—acute social
observation might suggest that these two social structures compete for the
attention of young people today.
The dominant vehicle of corporate culture is, understandably,
electronic light image, i.e. computer screens and television. As a result, not
only do students enter the classroom with “enhanced” visual skills (which
they instinctively do not trust) but they have clear boundaries of how much
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effort to exert in a given exercise or course. Television teaches that
intellectual concepts and critical theories must be transmitted and
comprehended within the shortest time possible, usually a matter of
minutes. Shortened attention spans (such as Attention Deficiency
Hyperactive Disorder, ADHD) have severely curtailed the student’s ability
to assimilate knowledge to a very narrow sphere. Once that limit is
reached, the student typically retreats to an anonymous state of willful
ignorance since the course, the teacher, or the idea, has become unworthy
of the effort required to learn. It is difficult for teachers to be effective in
the classroom when the predominant attitude of the students is one of
assertive reticence. Moreover, social networks such as Facebook, Twitter,
or MySpace have succeeded in isolating individuals to an opposite degree
to which these systems promise social solidarity since, as Berman points
out, “if you are at home alone with a screen, that’s where you are” (2012,
103). Increasingly, young people seek solace in electronic gadgets—
environments where they are safely nobody instead of the camaraderie of
family and friends, teachers and neighbors—environments where they are
somebody. In addition, Putnam concludes that “electronic media allow
social ties to be divorced from physical encounters” which in turn produce
a “false sense of companionship” (242). Meanwhile, for more and more
young people, cynicism has replaced trust.
What remains for the youth is a corporate zombie culture: “dead-not
dead,” or “here-not here.” As electronic images replace physical reality,
there exists an anonymity of location. The recent archivization of the
planet permits anyone to instantly access any information at any time from
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any place, hence students never really leave home or rather their
screen—what Putnam terms “corporate delocalization” (283). Skype and
other instant communication programs have effectively eliminated national
boundaries so that when young people travel they are in such constant
contact with family and friends that they have essentially travelled nowhere.
Indeed, cameras and the visual verifications of experience are little more
than false gods, whereas the traditional gods (doctors, professors, priests,
and parents) are consigned to the “trash.”
Anonymity as the New Identity
With the omnipresence of machines in post-modern society, the
individual is left in a precarious position. An inauspicious effect of a
culture saturated in technology is that the medium (television and Internet)
has become more important than the information or the informant.
Postman is adamant in his criticism of electrical communication or what
today is termed “information technology” (IT) and how the artificial
acceleration of communications has had devastating repercussions for the
individual who attempts to negotiate with society and culture:
For electric speed was not an extension of human senses but a denial
of them. It took us into a world of simultaneity and instancy that
went beyond human experience. In doing so, it eliminated personal
style, indeed, human personality itself, as an aspect of communica-
tion. (70)
Hyper-acceleration of information has enhanced the corporation but has had
devastating effects on the individual as well as the culture. When human
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beings abandon the word (logos) and embrace anonymity, they essentially
forsake themselves.
Part of the confusion over identity is that students are not really
studious but they feel pressured to act as if they were students. This
confusion extends to the teachers who face a classroom of theatrical
“students” who know how to outwardly behave as students but do not
posses the academic skills to justify the designation. Students are thus put
in a position where they must embody an identity on condition that they
choose a proper, socially sanctioned, identity, as prescribed by parents,
teachers, bosses. Students are left with the “choice,” as Žižek explains, of
making an “empty gesture of pretending to accomplish freely what expert
knowledge has imposed” upon them (63). This anonymity of performance
will, of course, continue into the students’ later life as a workers, spouses,
and parents. Students in such an environment, as Breman succinctly puts
it, “have been robbed of their motivation, and therefore their identity” (66).
Ironically, the desire for prophylactic anonymity has been a problem which
has preoccupied humanistic culture for centuries, as Michael Neill, in ”
Hamlet: A Modern Perspective,” elucidates: “…in this world of remorseless
observation, the self can survive only as a ferociously defended secret,
something treasured for the very fact of its hiddenness and impenetrability”
(317).
Post-Modern Education
What does all this post-modern theorizing imply about the modern
student, their professors, and educational institutions? Have teachers and
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students brought an educational criteria based on intellectual inquiry to the
classroom or a corporate criteria based on exchange and profit? Two
pedagogical options are apparent. First, corporate culture insists that
teachers “teach down” to students, i.e. make classes amusing, thus fostering
group passivity. Second, humanistic tradition encourages teachers to fulfill
an educational criteria and “teach up,” that is, challenge students to realize
their individual potential as a means of building a prosperous and
autonomous future. Corporate instructors are expected to teach short cuts
(such as cram school teachers), expedient ways to remember information in
the short term, only to be cast-off later, “after the test” as it were, rendering
the students no better off than when they started. Several factors contribute
to the “dumbing down” of curriculum but one element stands out as
particularly culpable: electricity.
It should be obvious upon simple observation that as soon as
electricity intrudes on an educational environment, cognitive skills in
students—and instructors I might add—decrease rapidly. If one definition
of culture is a transmittable hierarchy of remembrance, then the collective
memory (or unconscious, as C. G. Jung would say) becomes the primary
repository to be protected. Since a single individual cannot remember
everything, choices and values must be made and propagated by artists,
professors, authors, etc. Computer-Assisted-Learning (CAL), power-point
presentations, massive open online courses (MOOC), and such produce
such a low retention rate in students that they must return to the media in
order to retrieve, rather than remember, the information—the ideal
corporate commodity. Recent studies have shown that readers retain far
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less from digital media (electronic screens) and retain more from paper
media (books). Paper readers, reports Anne Mangen, scored higher on
empathy, narrative coherence, comprehension (Flood). This mentality of
instant gratification has hampered students (and teachers) who must
confront concepts, philosophies, and experiences which are more complex
than three simple steps.
In a sense, these pedagogical issues have plagued the western world
for at least a hundred years. At the turn of the twentieth century American
philosopher and educator John Dewey identified what he termed “mis-
education”: “…the effect of arresting or distorting the growth of further
experience. An experience may be such as to engender callousness; it may
produce lack of sensitivity and responsiveness” (1938, 25). By contrast, an
education which expands experience, Dewey called the “experiential
continuum” (28, 33). Short of personal instruction, the best source of
experiential education has been the printed word, the book, which demands
fully developed reading skills, in other words, literacy. Christine Rosen,
however, laments that literacy has succumbed to secondary status in the
construction of intellectual aptitude:
Literacy, the most empowering achievement of our civilization, is to
be replaced by a vague and ill-defined screen savvy. The paper
book, the tool that built modernity, is to be phased out in favor of
fractured, unfixed information. (qtd in Berman, 2012, 108)
Today’s student, weaned by screen, enters the educational system with a
foreknowledge of thousands of consumer brand images, slogans, and
jingles. When computers and word processing were gaining acceptance, a
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common expression one heard was “Garbage in, garbage out” (GIGO)—the
responsibility for the quality of writing finally rests with the author, not the
computer
6
. The ancient adage “you are what you eat” can also be applied to
consciousness: you think what you read or, increasingly, what you watch.
What is more, to no one’s surprise, Mangen suggests that “screen devices
might negatively impact cognitive and emotional aspects of reading” (qtd.
in Flood). Such is the power of corporate culture that, for instance, when
asked to write a descriptive “essay,” most students produce what might be
mistaken for an amateur advertisement, completely lacking description.
The semantic level of advertising is so infantile that it is no wonder that
student composition aptitude is so dismal. While one may argue that while
the population is bombarded with language virtually every minute of the
day, the quality of that language (mostly advertising) is of such a meager
quality that students, “composing” as they see and speak, for example
“texting,” produce increasingly inferior and incomprehensible essays.
To the list of four language skills—reading, writing, speaking,
listening—two more have been surreptitiously been added since 1945:
watching and projecting. Post-modern nations have witnessed a profound
“...cultural shift from print media to screens. For the Internet’s emphasis is
on searching and skimming, not on genuine reading or contemplation...it’s a
different kind of activity: browsing, scanning, keyword spotting” (Berman,
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Revenue Service (IRS) as first appearance of GIGO. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED)
cites the 1964 book The Impact of Computers on Accounting as first appearance. << http:
//www.worldwidewords.org/qa/qa-gar1.htm >>
2012, 107). Furthermore, due to digitalization, reading, Mangen reports,
has “becoming more intermittent and fragmented” (qtd. in Flood).
Today’ s teachers, consequently, are faced with students who are
woefully unprepared for intellectual life. Images and graphics have
replaced words as the primary mode of communication to such an degree
that, for example, if asked to “read” the letters ATM most students will
respond by saying “cash corner” or some similar designation. AIDS, URL,
NASA, NATO, UNICEF—any number of acronyms enter the language as
images to be watched rather than ideas to be critically read. Therefore, the
strongest “skill” which a student brings to the university classroom is the
ability to watch—an ability, as Reginald Damerall pointed out, does not
improve with practice: “No child or adult becomes better at watching
television by doing more of it” (qtd in Postman, 1982, 79
7
).
Traditionally, in the hierarchy of academic skills, writing and reading
are the most important, followed by listening and speaking. Indeed, most
college admission offices persist in structuring their entrance examinations
in accordance with this hierarchy: texts to be read and dialogs to be read or
heard—both sections followed by comprehension questions. Many students
naturally begin their writing by imitating the way they speak and many
teachers are accustomed to gradually pointing out that speech and
composition are two separate activities. As I have suggested above, most
writing instructors have noticed an increasingly distressing habit amongst
young people, a habit which undermines the fundamentals of composition
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elemental that we have yet to hear of a television viewing disability.”
and that is that today’s students write like they “text” as if writing and
“texting” are synonymous—and for many students they are. Students tend
to approach composition as an artist approaches a blank canvas to be filled
with form and color rather than a blank page to be filled with syntactical
words. The obvious inference is distressing: A corporate society, which
primarily sustains itself via television, cellphones, and computers has
contaminated the imaginative and cognitive skills of its citizens, consigning
them to mere non-participating spectators of the very education they are
expected to assimilate
8
.
Over dependence on gadgets has created a bizarre educational
conundrum: the erosion of human agency. Modern students have extreme
difficulty learning from another human being, such as a teacher. Students
prefer machines to verify information. If, for example, unfamiliar
vocabulary is used in class, a student will not ask the teacher for a def
inition; instead, they will consult an electronic dictionary. Ideas, concepts,
theories remain obscure and suspect until corroborated by visual evidence
such as YouTube—evidence which can easily be manipulated, by
Photoshop. Memory, once the personal possession of the individual, is now
consigned to an external locus, such as a hard disk or “cloud.” As gizmos
gain notoriety, teachers, mentors, artists, intellectuals, and scholars gain
irrelevancy—a cultural nightmare.
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8 Consumers may do well to ask themselves the following questions: “Which is smarter, I or
my ‘smartphone’?” or “Does one need to be smart in order to operate a ‘smartphone’?” As if
to underscore the power of the corporate culture, the answers may be obvious but will only in
rare cases influence the purchase, or dismissal, of a “smartphone.”
Information is not knowledge, it is entertainment. Modern media—
television in particular but also “news” and advertising—is saturated with
gossip and trivia, often disguised as “education.” Academic bureaucracy,
special “fun” events—more and more superficial activities have supplanted
critical thinking, philosophical analysis, and cognitive processes. The
difference between education and entertainment can be easily assessed: If
students aspire to the teacher’s expectations, that is education; if the teacher
accommodates the students’ expectations, that is entertainment. Even the
concept of “infotainment” is fraught with corporate manipulations of
imagination in order to increase profits. The more administrative staff,
teachers, and students maintain a pretense that education must be fun, the
more the corporate culture is strengthened at the expense of tradition.
Dewey, in fact, arrived at a similar assessment a century ago: “The ability
to think is smothered [...] by accumulation of miscellaneous ill-digested
information, and by the attempt to acquire forms of skill which will be
immediately useful in the business and commercial world” (85). Indeed,
modern citizens are made to feel an insatiable need to consume information,
practically as a patriotic duty (the rejection of computers, cameras, and
phones is perceived as treasonous). Information, we should remember, is
an exchange commodity, whereas knowledge is an art or skill to be
nurtured. Individuals engage with knowledge and wisdom in order to
enrich their lives but accumulate information for some unforeseen
negotiation for money, promotion, success, or vague notions of “happiness.”
Aliteracy is conducive to the manipulation of information, whereas literacy
is the articulation of knowledge.
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Sadly, post-modern institutions of higher education have, perforce,
become little more than shopping malls, entertainment centers, and glorified
theme parks. Institutional survival depends on a continuous pandering to
the entertainment appetites of students. For many young people, school,
like a part-time job, is little more than an experience to endure or struggle
through as they would a video game. When convenience is preeminent,
students, and later workers, spend a bulk of their class time seeking
shortcuts or ways to avoid unpleasant tasks, thus undermining the primary
purpose of education: a flourishing embrace of experience. Arguably, after
four years of university life, the “educational” experience of today’s student
is primarily bureaucratic: filling out applications, surveys, job hunting—
informational activities which require minimum literacy skills to complete
and which continue to encroach upon precious time which could otherwise
be spent with the professor and classmates. Breman is critical of the
encroachment of corporate culture into the university:
The “bad,” globalized Enlightenment sees education as an expression
of the techno-bureaucratic notion of “excellence,” or “total quality
management”; therefore, the key player is the administrator. The
university may look like an institution for the advancement of higher
culture, in other words, but its content and organization are corporate,
and the result is that the coinage of education is severely debased.
(122-3)
These depressing assessments are a far cry from the ideals of early modern
theorists such as John Dewey who championed interpersonal experience (“I-
Thou”) as the crux of modern education. He writes that the “principle of
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continuity of experience means that every experience both takes up
something from those [experiences] which have gone before and modifies
in some way the quality of those [experiences] which come after” (35).
Literacy, reading and writing, contributes to the continuity of culture,
whereas aliteracy impedes cultural growth.
Conclusion
Aliteracy equals dispensability. The uncomfortable reality facing the
university today is that a student who graduates unable to read and write
has relinquished their own future, they have rendered themselves disposable
to corporate interests—as employees they are valued less than a machine.
Students will not have time to develop literacy skills while working and the
corporation will not support nor encourage that “employee development”
for menial workers; students must, if they want to move upward in a class
society, develop literary skills while in university. An aliterate worker
understands how to follow instructions but is unable to understand,
negotiate, or articulate complex ideas. An aliterate employee serves a
company in a strictly limited capacity; when such workers have outlived
their usefulness, they are discarded. A modernist view of society
predicated that an elevated culture and life style demand an educated,
intelligent population in order to maintain a high level of social and
national prosperity. More than simply phones must be “smart.”
Traditionally governments sought to prepare young people from an early
age, through compulsory education, to cultivate an intelligent population,
Giroux stresses,
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extending from Thomas Jefferson to John Dewey to W.E.B. DuBois,
that held that freedom flourishes in the worldly space of the public
realm only through the work of educated, critical citizens. Within
this democratic tradition, education was not confused with training,
nor did it surrender its democratic values to an unquestioning faith in
market efficiency. (115)
A post-modern view postulates the contrary: an intelligent population is
increasingly irrelevant; what is required is that machines, especially
computers, be intelligent and display an intelligent dexterity which
surpasses the human. As long as computer programs—and the energy to
power them—remain sophisticated and intact society will progress at a
desired pace. People will be fed, clothed, housed, medically treated, and
entertained with decreasing social contact. With characteristic aplomb,
Berman concludes that a “society cannot function if nearly everyone in it is
stupid, or trained to be” (61-2). As “communities” become more electronic
in origin and locus, humans tend to reinforce mechanical values at the
expense of human values. Furthermore, Dewey was apprehensive that over
reliance on technology would produce a bifurcation of educational
processes into “experience gained in more direct associations and what is
acquired in school. This danger was never greater than at the present time
[1916], on account of the rapid growth in the last few centuries of
knowledge and technical modes of skill” (1916, 10). If the trend of
aliteracy continues, the “university” and “higher” education as an ideal will
become obsolete: students in the future will “advance” from vocational high
schools directly to the work force—the deliberate creation of a serfdom.
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As gloomy as contemporary conditions and a future prognosis appear
to be, we can’t say that we were not forewarned. In 1848, long before
Buber, Karl Marx bewailed the possibility that the loss of culture would
have disastrous results, a culture-less society would provide people with
“mere training to act as a machine” (222). The next year, 1849, Henry
David Thoreau admonished the American population to “Let your life be a
counter friction to stop the machine” (qtd in Breman, 2012, 82-3). Dewey
feared a “divided world,” much like what electronic technology in the
service of corporate capitalism has produced, as “a world whose parts and
aspects do not hang together, is at once a sign and cause of a divided
personality” (1938, 44). At mid-twentieth century, in Japan, Soichi Oya
produced a series of essays critical of the burgeoning television culture by
predicting that television would produce a “nation of a hundred million
idiots” (ichioku souhakuchi). In the tempestuous 1960s, Free Speech
activist Mario Savio rallied a University of California, Berkeley audience:
There is a time when the operation of the machine becomes so
odious, makes you so sick at heart, that you can’t take part; you can’t
even passively take part, and you’ve got to put your bodies upon the
gears and upon the wheels, upon the levers, upon all the apparatus,
and you’ve got to make it stop. And you’ve got to indicate to the
people who run it, to the people who own, that unless you’re free,
the machine will be prevented from working at all! (qtd in Berman,
2012, 71)
Hedges, in 2009, is even more adamant: “A populace deprived of the
ability to separate lies from truth, that has become hostage to the fictional
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semblance of reality put forth by pseudo-events [television and celebrity
culture], is no longer capable of sustaining a free society” (52).
I conclude with the elementary observance that whenever culture is co-
opted by mechanized electricity and electronic light images, the more anti-
intellectual it becomes. Cultural values and intellectual concepts must be
simplified to fit the media thus weakening teachers, students, and the
culture itself—while the media strengthens. To put it bluntly: today’ s
computers and cell phones (so-called smart phones) are essentially training
young people to be like them. Modern technology, Berman claims,
translates “everything into mechanism” (2012, 94). Both university students
and staff have begun to apply an electronic etiquette to academic relations;
in others words, the more staff, teachers, and students mimic electronic
devices the more secure, safe, and relaxed the academic environment
becomes. Henry Giroux courageously summarizes the current conditions
challenging many university professors:
Overworked and subject to corporate-minded politics imposed by
university administrators, many educators are turning away from their
responsibility as critically engaged intellectuals, hoping to remain
secure in their jobs by blending into the background, minimizing their
personal and political investments by viewing themselves as detached
professionals, and reducing classroom teaching to a mere vocational
exercise. (111)
Unfortunately, the more people assimilate a cyber-consciousness the more
fallible the culture will become—a conspicuous conclusion.
Educators would be prudent to recall that, in medieval times, a cleric,
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one who can read and write, was the occupation which broke the caste
system, which changed the class model of the family business (“doing what
your parents did”) and allowed for upward mobility, individual choice, and
determination over one’ s destiny—a lesson in literacy which I believe
should be the core of any university curriculum. I am convinced that what
was true in the middle ages remains true today: that upward class mobility
is dependent on literacy—or downward mobility, as in the case of aliteracy.
The aliterate will constitute a kind of enslavement, an ever-expanding lower
class of unskilled workers—no doubt to the delight of the corporate
culture—since most bureaucratic “work” these days amounts to
eavesdropping on the information conversations between computers, such as
surveys and statistics. As more and more of our collective culture is
consigned to external, archival repositories (hard disks, “clouds,” etc) and
less and less is retained in the individual or community, I fear that
humanism as we have known it will be doomed to further decay.
Technological advances are inevitable—sometimes urgent, often not.
The unquestioned belief in technological necessity is what usually makes
the latest gadget (record players, cassette recorders, CD-ROM) in retrospect
seem ridiculous. By contrast, what we—teachers, students, staff—do and
make without technology is what makes us wise. The preponderance of the
machine in the academy (i.e. computers) has given rise to an enormous
bureaucratic sub-class of pseudo-peasants who essentially work for the
machine in order to make the machine more efficient instead of improving
the quality of, as the Kanebo corporation would ironically tout, “Beautiful
Human Life.” The stress and anxiety placed upon those individuals
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involved in maintaining mechanical efficiency can be as self destructive as
it is obvious. The frightening final query might be to what extent
computers will permit aliterate humans to participate in society. The post-
modern question is whether the corporate damage done to the minds of our
aliterate young people is reversible. If so, the university has a moral duty
to repair the damage. Literacy, the embrace of reading and writing as a
cultural survival skill, can help revivify the academy, the society, and the
culture at large.
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